Method Development, Validation and Stability Studies of Felodipine by RP-HPLC and Molecular Interaction Studies of Felodipine and Voltage Gated L-type Calcium Channel
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INTRODUCTION

Calcium channel blockers (CCBs) are chemical molecules; they prevent the influx of Ca^{2+} ions in myocytes and walls of blood vessel, so that blood pressure would be reduced.1 CCBs relax and widen blood vessels in order to lower the blood pressure in hypertension conditions hence, they are called calcium antagonists. In addition to this cerebral vasospasm can be prevented2, lessen intensity of chest pain caused by angina pectoris.3 CCBs are available in short acting (S-type) and long acting (L-type) forms.4 CCBs are broadly categorized in to two classes namely dihydropyridine class and non dihydropyridine class.5,6 However, Felodipine is a class of dihydropyridine (DHP) derivative is long acting calcium channel antagonist that would be slowly released for long lasting effect on voltage gated calcium channels of myocardium.7,8 For instance Amlodipine, Benidipine, Efonidipine, Felodipine and Nitrrendipine are DHPs and Phenylalkylamine, Benzothiazepine are non-DHPs.

Reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) is high quality chromatographic method for qualitative and quantitative detection of chemical compounds and an indispensable technique in pharmacological studies. Therefore, in the present study a simple and reproducible RP-HPLC method was developed to detect the Felodipine drug qualitatively and quantitatively. Subsequently, photo stability and acid stability studies were carried out to determine the shelf life of the Felodipine in sun light and acid conditions. It is evident that Felodipine is acting on Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel but molecular interaction is not clear. In order to understand the molecular level interactions of antagonist and receptor, three dimensional (3D) molecular structure of Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C (UniProt ID: Q13936) was prepared and docked with Felodipine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Pure Felodipine was used to develop chromatographic method. Analytical & HPLC grade Acetonitrile (ACN) and water was used to prepare mobile phase, ortho phosphoric acid was used to adjust the water pH. Water purification system (Nanopure Human Corporation, Korea) was used to obtain high quality analytical grade water; sonicator (Digital citizen ultra sonic cleaner) was used for degassing the mobile phase. HPLC (Agilent 1200 series) with EZchrome Elite software was used for method development, validation and stability studies.

Three dimensional structure of Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C (UniProt ID: Q13936) was not available in protein databank. So, partial molecular model or homology model was prepared by online server FUGUE v2.5.07.9 Further, molecular interaction of calcium channel antagonist Felodipine and its receptor Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C was predicted by Molegro Virtual Docker10 and result interpretation was carried out in PyMOL11 and Accelyrs Discovery studio.12
Methods

Chromatographic conditions

HPLC system (Agilent 1200 series) contains an easy user interface EZchrome Elite software, auto injector and agilent photodiode array detector (DAD). Waters symmetry C18 column (25cmX4.5mm, 5µ) was used for isocratic elution of mobile phase, consisting of ACN and water (80:20 v/v) at flow rate of 1ml/min. Mobile phase was filtered with 0.2µm PTFE filter under vacuum, then degassed in sonicator. All the samples were analyzed at room temperature and separations were monitored at 243nm with 10 minutes run time.

Method development

Initial standard stock solution of 10mg/ml Felodipine was prepared in mobile phase. Further dilutions were prepared from the initial stock solution and stored in -20°C. 100µg/ml concentration was used to develop the method by applying different solvent ratios and flow rates. The optimized chromatogram is shown in figure 1.

Validation of the method

As a standard procedure for HPLC, developed method ought to be validated to ensure the reliability and reproducibility of method. In general linearity, accuracy and precision studies are significant.

Linearity

Aliquots of 100, 50, 25, 12.5, 6.25 µg/ml were prepared from initial standard solution of 10mg/ml by serial dilution approach. In each well of auto sampler tray 200µl of diluted solution was loaded, however 20µl was being injected to C18 column. All measurements were repeated for three times to ensure the repeatability. Finally calibration curves of area under curve versus concentration were recorded.

Accuracy

Accuracy of the developed method can be determined by three different concentrations (± 30 %). Triplicates of 70, 100, 130 µg/ml concentrations were analyzed and measured the area under curve. The found amount of Felodipine in each of these triplicates, were calculated by using formula described under assay content. However (±10%) 90% to 110% of recovery is relatively fair.

Precision

Repeated chromatographic analysis of Felodipine drug was performed to ensure the reproducibility with precision. In the present study 50µg/ml analyte was used for intraday and 25µg/ml analyte was used for inter-day precision. Results were statistically analyzed and tabulated.

Stability Studies

Stability studies are common in approved drugs in order to check the rate of physical changes in the intact drug. In general, chemical molecules are subjected to forceful degradation methods to determine the shelf life of the molecule. In the present study photo degradation and acid degradation studies were carried out. 10 samples (each sample contains 100µg/ml concentration) of Felodipine were exposed to sunlight from 0 hour to 10th hour, during the experiment samples were collected with one hour interval in photo degradation studies. In addition to this, 60minute acid stability was accomplished with 0.5M HCl that was prepared in ACN, in this set up 100µg of Felodipine was dissolved in 1ml of 0.5M HCl and samples were collected with 1-10minute interval and 10-60minute intervals. All collected samples were air dried by gentle blowing of air and dried drug was dissolved in 200µl of mobile phase. Finally all samples were analyzed under developed method conditions and chromatograms were recorded, calculated the recovery percent and degradation percent.

Molecular Modeling & Docking

Biological function of a protein is often associated with its structure. However, preparation of three dimensional crystal structures is tedious and expensive process. X-ray crystallography is the widely used technique to determine the 3D model of a protein but, crystallization of protein is highly challenging. In fact, 3D structure of Voltage gated L-type calcium channel (UniProt ID: Q13936) a potential target for CCBs including Felodipine, is not available on the protein data bank (PDB). Thus, sequence was collected from UniProt and homology model was prepared. Homology preparation includes identification of right template with good crystal structure, model generation and model validation. Template identification was performed by position specific iterative blast (PSI-BLAST) but good quality template was not detected, hence FUGUE v2.s.07 online server (http://tardis.nibio.go.jp/fugue/prfsearch.html) was used.

Molecular docking is an indispensable approach to predict the interaction between ligand and protein. In literature interaction analysis between calcium channels and CCBs is not available. Therefore, Voltage gated L-type calcium channel and Felodipine a CCB was studied to understand the CCB and amino acid residue interaction. Molegro virtual docker was used for docking and interaction analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromatography is fundamental technique in separation biology and qualitative, quantitative detection of chemical compounds. In the present study HPLC was used
to identify Felodipine compound for that a method was developed and validated.

**Table 1:** Recovery percentage of Felodipine in accuracy studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injected Concentration (µg/ml)</th>
<th>Area under curve</th>
<th>Amount Recovered (µg/ml)</th>
<th>Recovery %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4917684</td>
<td>69.86</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7162644</td>
<td>100.2</td>
<td>100.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>9289524</td>
<td>129.74</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite of molecular interaction docking also gives binding strength in the form of docking score and/or free energy score that allows improving the ligand skeleton and its functional group choice.

Chromatographic method was developed for Felodipine. Retention time of Felodipine is 5.76 minutes, detection is monitored at 243nm and its optimized chromatogram is shown in figure 1. The developed method was shown linear response to Felodipine drug within the concentration range of 6.25 – 100 µg/ml. Linear equation was generated by taking concentration of drug on X axis and peak area under curve on Y axis, found perfect positive regression equation is y = 72000x – 51756 and regression R² value is 1 as shown in the figure 4. This linear equation can be used to predict the unknown concentrations in the quality control studies. Accuracy of Felodipine recovery was checked and it was recovered in the range of 98.6-100.2% for various concentrations as shown in the table 1. Intra-day and inter day precision studies were performed to check the precision of the developed method in different intervals of the same day and different days as shown in the table 2. Standard deviation (SD) of intra-day precision was found to be 0.9 and inter-day precision was found to be 0.5 that indicates precision values are very close to ideal concentration and not deviated from the injected concentration.

Stability studies were performed to know stability of Felodipine under sun light and acidic conditions, results are shown in figure 5. Felodipine concentration was decreased with an increased exposure of sun light. Drug was remaining intact till fifth hour with the loss of 20%. However, 80% loss was observed after tenth hour as shown in figure 5a. In addition to this at sixth hour extra peaks were observed in chromatogram that indicates the possibility of drug degradation. Acid stability studies were performed with 0.5M HCL Acetonitrile solution and results are shown in figure 5b, drug was remaining intact till third minute, after that nearly 40% of drug was lost and extra peaks were observed in chromatograms. In conclusion, loss of intact Felodipine drug was noticed after fifth hour in photo stability studies and third minute in acid stability studies.

Further, molecular interaction between calcium channels and CCBs was studied by molecular docking studies. Molecular docking reveals the specific interaction between amino acid residues in the active site of protein and ligand molecule with appropriate pose.

**Figure 1:** Optimized detection of Felodipine at 243nm with retention time of 5.76 minutes.
Figure 2: Pair wise sequence alignment of query (Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C) and template, obtained from FUGUE server. Identity, strong similarity and weak similarity of amino acid residues are shown in cyan, purple and pink colors respectively.

Figure 3: Partial structure of Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C (450 amino acids) from 1,091 to 1,550 out of 2,221 amino acids was modeled in FUGUE v2.5.07 online server. The structure is shown ribbon view (Helix – Red, Sheet – Cyan, Turn – Green, Coil - Gray) as well as transparent surface view.

Figure 4: Felodipine concentration vs. obtained peak area in HPLC was plotted on graph. Perfect positive regression ($y = 72000x - 51756$) was observed and $R^2$ value is 1.
Figure 5: Stability studies of Felodipine. 5a) Photo stability – Felodipine concentration was decreased with an increased exposure of sun light. Drug was remaining intact till fifth hour with the loss of 20% and 80% loss was observed after tenth hour. 5b) Acid stability – Felodipine was remaining intact till third minute, after that nearly 40% of drug was lost.

Figure 6: Molecular docking of voltage gated calcium channel and CCB. 6a) Active site was shown in green color mesh in the modeled voltage gated calcium channel. 6b) Chemical structure of Felodipine (CCB) antagonist used for molecular docking. 6c) Docked pose of Felodipine in active site of Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C, active site residues are labeled. 6d) Felodipine is decently accommodated in the active site, surface view of protein (yellow color) and stick view of drug is shown.

Partial homology model (450 amino acids) of Voltage gated L-type calcium channel (UniProt ID: Q13936) (figure 3) was prepared in FUGUE online server from 1,091 to 1,550 out of 2,221 amino acids and alignment of query and template is shown in figure 2. Active site of the protein spanned in the modeled protein as shown in figure 6a. Model quality was checked in procheck, no residues were found in disallowed region of Ramachandran plot that indicates generated 3D model is error free. Molecular docking was performed between Voltage gated L-type calcium channel and its antagonist Felodipine (figure 6b), Moldock score and RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) were found to be -129.688 and 0.3477. Docked pose of Felodipine in active site is shown in figure 6c, nearest neighbor residues are labeled around the drug (Leu 323, Leu 324, Leu 325, Val 326, Gly 341, Ala 344, Leu 345, Thr 348, Thr 349, Glu 350, Gln 358, Phe 360, Pro 361, Gln 362, Pro 385, Gly 386, Lys 387, Ala 431, Val 432, Ile 433, Met 434, Phe 437, Asp 438, Tyr 439) and H-bond (2.6683 Å) was found between Glu 350 and N of Felodipine. Pocket of active site is decently accommodated Felodipine, surface view of protein and stick view of drug is shown in figure 6d.

CONCLUSION

A simple and reproducible method was developed for the Felodipine by RP-HPLC. Method was statistically validated and found to be good. Further, photo stability and acid stability studies were performed to determine the shelf life of the Felodipine under sun light and acidic (HCl) conditions. However, drug is stable till fifth hour under sunlight and third minute in acidic conditions. In addition to this, active site region of Voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C partial 3D model (450 amino acids) was prepared and model quality was checked by Ramachandran plot. However, model was
found to be error free. Modeled calcium channel was used for protein ligand docking that reveals the molecular interaction between CCBs and calcium channels. In conclusion, HPLC method for Felodipine found to be good and adoptable for quality control studies and pharmacokinetic studies, generated partial 3D model of calcium channel offers researchers to develop better CCBs and eventually, molecular docking studies reveals the molecular interaction between CCBs and calcium channels that aids to improve the drug properties.
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